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German high-quality plasma spectroscopy 
and software solutions

 
Directions to 
 

 
PLASUS GmbH    
Lechstraße 9   
D-86415 Mering 
Germany 
Tel. +49 (0)8233 7353780 
 
 
 

A. By car 
 

1. from Stuttgart/Ulm on A8 eastbound: 
Leave A8 at exit Friedberg(Bayern) and follow traffic road signs towards Mering/München B2. Continue for 9 km 
and make a left turn at junction with B2 for Mering/München B2. Follow B2 for 7 km until traffic light junction in 
Mering and make a left turn towards A8 München/Mering-Nord. In 30 meters, turn right into Lechstraße. The 
office building of PLASUS GmbH is located 250 meters down the road on the left hand side.  
 
2. from Munich on A8 westbound: 
Leave A8 at exit Odelzhausen and follow the traffic road signs towards Mering for 17 km. Attention: When 
leaving the town limit of Odelzhausen turn left. At the first roundabout Mering, turn right towards B2 
Augsburg/Königsbrunn. Continue for 550 meters and make left turn into Lechstraße right before the traffic light 
junction. The office building of PLASUS GmbH is located 250 meters down the road on the left hand side. 
 
3. on B17 northbound: 
Leave B17 at exit Königsbrunn-Süd and follow towards Königsbrunn/Mering. Follow traffic road signs towards 
Mering for 10 km. At the junction with B2 turn left for A8 München/Mering-Nord. At the following traffic light 
junction, turn right towards A8 München/Mering-Nord. In 30 meters, turn right into Lechstraße. The office 
building of PLASUS GmbH is located 250 meters down the road on the left hand side.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GPS coordinates: 
DG:  48.2721077   10.978597300000047 
GMS:  N 48°16'19.558"   O 10°58'42.95" 
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B. By train (train station Mering-St.Afra) 
 

1. from Augsburg central station (Augsburg Hbf): 
Take regional train of Deutsche Bahn towards München or train of Bayerische Regionalbahn (BRB) towards 
Mering/Weilheim/Schongau and exit at train station Mering-St.Afra.  
 
2. from Munich central station (München Hbf): 
Take regional train of Deutsche Bahn towards Augsburg and exit at train station Mering-St.Afra.  
 
Walking from train station Mering-St.Afra: 
Leave platform at station Mering-St.Afra and turn left in underpass. Follow walkway into industrial zone until 
Gaußring. Make a right turn on Gaußring and follow Gaußring until junction with Holzgartenstraße. Turn right 
into Holzgartenstraße (walkway on left side), pass the undergrade crossing and follow until Lechstraße. The office 
building of PLASUS GmbH is located over the road to the left.  
The distance from train station Mering-St.Afra to PLASUS is about 6-8 walking minutes. 
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C. By airplane 
 

1. arriving at Frankfurt airport: 
 

By car: Leave airport on A5 towards Darmstadt/Karlsruhe. Follow A5 for 130 km until highway junction 
Autobahndreieck-Karlsruhe and change to A8 eastbound towards München/Stuttgart. Follow A8 for 220 km until 
exit Friedberg(Bayern). Continue as described in section A.1 by car from Stuttgart/Ulm on A8 eastbound. 
 

By train: In the airport walk to the airport train station of Deutsche Bahn Fernbahnhof Frankfurt-Flughafen and 
take an ICE train of Deutsche Bahn towards Augsburg. Leave the ICE at Augsburg Hbf and continue as described 
in section B.1 by train from Augsburg central station (Augsburg Hbf). 
Please note: At Frankfurt airport you may already purchase the train ticket with final destination Mering-St.Afra.  
 
2. arriving at Munich airport: 
 

By car: Leave the airport on A92 towards München. At highway junction München-Neufahrn continue on A92 
for Stuttgart/Augsburg/Lindau. At highway junction München-Feldmoching change to A99 towards 
Stuttgart/Augsburg/Lindau. Attention: In the following highway tunnel, keep right on A99 for Stuttgart/Augsburg. 
A99 merges with A8 westbound towards Stuttgart/Augsburg. Follow A8 for 20 kilometer until exit Odelzhausen 
and continue as described in section A.2 by car from Munich on A8 westbound. 
 
By train: In the airport take Deutsche Bahn S-Bahn (line S1 or S8) to Munich central station Hauptbahnhof and 
continue as described in section B.2 by train from Munich central station (München Hbf). 
Please note: At Munich airport you may already purchase the train ticket with final destination Mering-St.Afra.  
 


